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PREFACE
This paper presents a problem in the financial manage-
ment of two million dollars. In an age when a million has
almost censed to be a practical measure of dollars of Federal
spending, the devotion of four months study to such a small
sum of money might appear to be a waste of time, at least to
some persons. Yet the two million dollars of concern here is
an important sum of money, for it pays for the transportation
of 2^,000 Marines to summer training each year. It is impor-
tant to the officers and men who must administer the funds,
since they are responsible for preventing over-obligation and
over-expenditure. It is also important to the individuals
who make the travel possible each year, the taxpayers. Thus
any valid solution to the problem of estimating travel costs,
the problem studied for preparation of this paper, will be
important to at least a few individuals.
Sincere gratitude is extended to the Officers and Men
of the Division of Reserve of the Marine Corps who helped in
the study of Reserve travel. Special thanks are offered to
Captain James S. G. Turner, U. S. Marine Corps, who not only
presented the problem as wortt-y of study, but also gave his
time in abundance to the study during the first four months
of 1959. Without his profound knowledge of the problem area,
and his frequent beneficial suggestions and criticisms, this
paper could not have been written.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Organized Marine Corps Reserve* currently consists
of 221 major units scattered throughout the United States, and
1 unit located in Hawaii. To provide a membership adequate to
justify the expense of maintaining Reserve Battalions, compa-
nies and batteries, units are located in or near major urban
areas. The densely populated cities generally have two or
more units located nearby, with one major unit serving as a
"controlling" organization, and the remaining unit or units
serve as "satellites" of the controlling unit. Each unit is
a member of a Marine Corps Reserve and Recruitment District,
a geographic division of the *+8 contiguous states into 7
broad areas. Thus each unit falls under the control of the
Director of the particular Reserve and Recruitment District
in which the unit is located. The District Directors are
under the command of the Commandant of the Marine Corps. The
Director, Marine Corps Reserve, is the Commandant's cognizant
staff officer for Reserve functions. Thus the Marine Corps
Reserve organizational pattern can be best described as de-
centralized operations centrally controlled.
^-Ground Reserve. The Air Reserve Is not considered
in this naper.

The Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952, as amended by
the Reserve Forces Act of 1955, provides for an annual Active
Duty for Training period of 17 days or less for all Organized
Reserve Unit members in a *s-8 Drill Pay Status (a member paid
for each drill attended up to l»-8, ss opposed to the much less
numerous 2h Drill Pay Status members, who may attend h3 drills,
but who will be paid for only 2*0.3 To meet this legal re-
quirement, the Commandant of the Marine Corps assigns each of
the 221 continental units to Annual Field Training at one of
about 16 installations scattered throughout the country. The
costs of transporting the units to and from Annual Field
Training aggregate about 12,000,000 annually, and represent
about 1C$ of the appropriation entitled "Reserve Personnel,
Marine Corps." The problem of attempting to estimate accu-
rately the costs involved in transporting the units is
studied in this paper.
The Problem
Members of the Training Branch, Division of Reserve,
Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps, assign specific units to
specific installations for Annual Field Training. At the
^U. S. Congress, Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952 .
Public Law if76, 82nd Cong., 2nd Sess., July 9, 1952, Sees 208
and 233(c); as amended by U. S. Congress, Reserve Forces Act
of 1955 . Public Law 305, 8*+th Cong., 1st Sess., August 9, 1955.
30nly If8 Drill Pay Status members are considered in
this paper.

time of preparation of budget estimates (15 to 18 months in
advance of the actual travel) assignments can, for many sound
reasons, be classified as most tentative, and are frequently
changed daring the many months after budget estimates are sub-
mitted. Again for many sound reasons, the only completely
stable rule followed in assigning -^eclfic units for training
is that no unit SHOULD be sent to the same installation *r
two successive years. Thus the budgeteer (a member of the
Budget fjection, Logistics Branch, Division of Reserve) has
onlj' a vague idea of the actual destination of any chosen unit
when he is preparing the budget estimates.
To get to their undetermined destination, nambars of
a unit generally travel together as a group, in a legal status
of group travel, as defined by Joint Travel Regulations ,
although a limited number of men may travel individually in
some cases. These groups range in size from about 20 to
about 360 men. The actual number of men from a specific unit
who will attend Annual Field Training is virtually Impossible
to estimate 15 to 18 months in advance, since the unit
strength will probably change, sickness may develop, and most
importantly attendance is mainly voluntary. Thus the budg-
eteer has only a vague idea of the specific number of men
from a specific unit who will actually attend Annual Field
Training.
The Secretary of the Army et, aJL, Joint Travel Regula -
tions 1 (December 22, 1950, with all changes through April 1,
1959), par. *fl00.

To get to their undetermined destination, the groups
of undetermined size may travel via any of eight different
transportation media, at rates which vary not only among the
media but also within the media (chartering a bus as opposed
to individual bus tickets, ^or example). Transportation to
and from terminals is frequently required, as in allowance
for meals en route. The transportation eventually utilized
by a specific unit will be affected by the number of men who
actually go, the availability of specific types of trans-
portation at the time, and the distance to be traveled, but
is virtually impossible to determine 15 to 13 months in
advance.
^
For a single unit, a graphic representation of most
of the possible variables in travel to and from Annual Field
Trainin? is presented in Figure I. Multiplying Figure I by
221 gives some idea of the problem facing the budgeteer.
Thus, to put the problem in its most pessimistic form (and
none too frivllously) , the budgeteer must apply a price to
the following statement: the movement of an undetermined
number of men to and from an undetermined destination via
an undertermined method of transportation. And, he'd better
be right 1 As the incumbent Budget Officer, Captain James S.
G. Turner, UOMC, put it: "This is the only area of the
Reserve Personnel appropriation where we aren't sure of
The problem is further compounded since the final
assignment of transportation is made about 30 days in advance
of travel by an organization belonging to the Department of
the Army, (under the Single Manager Concept), the Military
Travel Management Agency.
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anything." "The Marine Corps urgently needs to develop a
system of estimating travel costs far in advance of the
actual travel, for the prupose of securing and defending
appropriations; and needs a system of estimating travel costs
7
at the time incurred, for purposes of financial .management.
The purposes of this paper are: to present and analyst
the detailed background of the problem; to describe and dis-
cuss a study made which provided a reasonably reliable method
of estimating the total mileage traveled annually; to present
an analysis of available cost data, and to present conclusions
and recommendations drawn from the mileage and co3t studies,
^Conversation with the writer during February, 19S9.
Memorandum to the writer, dated February 13, 1959
•
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BACKGROUND
Before any new method of estimating Annual Field Train-
ing travel costs could be found, the details surrounding the
problem area had to be examined. This Chapter presents, in
brief, the detailed background of the problem sketched in
Chapter I. The steps followed in presenting this background
material are:
1. Presentation of the appropriation structure,
to determine in what format costs must be reported.
2. Analysis of the assignment of specific units
to specific bases, to determine what the budgeteer will know
about assignments at the time of preparing budget estimates,
and what policies he has for guidance.
3. Presentation and analysis of the factors affect-
ing attendance at Annual Field Training, to determine what
attendance estimates the budgeteer can use.
h. Presentation of some tentative conclusions con-
cerning the methods of travel units will use, drawn from the
geograDhic distribution of units and destinations.
5. Presentation and analysis of the accounting
system under which travel costs are reported, to determine
what help the accounting system can give the budgeteer.
6. Presentation of nast and current methods of
cost estimation, to determine in what ways they are inadequate,

Appropriation Structure
Funds for the transportation of U-Q Drill Pay Status
personnel to and from Annual Field Training are contained in
the following classifications of the annual appropriation
"Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps:"
Activity 1 Reserve Personnel
(Non-Aviation)
Project 1G Travel, Active Duty For Training,
Officers
Sub-Projoet 101 Annual Tours, Training Pay Group A
(Non-Aviation)
Project 1H Travel, Active Duty For Training,
Enlisted Personnel ,
Sub-Project 1H1 Annual Tours, Training Pay Group A.
The Director, Marine Corps Reserve, is the project manager,
submits allocation schedules, and receives allocations of
funds. The detailed work of the Director* s fiscal responsi-
bilities is performed by the Budget Officer, Logistics Branch,
Division of Reserve. Although Federal Budget estimates and
reports of obligations incurred must be submitted in conform-
ance with the above classifications, nothing prevents the
costs being computed in the aggregate for all men, and an
appropriate percentage of the aggregate being assigned the
two Sub-Projects. The method of estimation proposed in this
paper is an aggregative type.
Hj. S. Department of the Navy, Headquarters, U. 8,
Marine Corps, Budget Manual* Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps .
January 1**, J9?6, Appendix I. passim .

Assignment of Units
Officers of the Training Branch, Division of Reserve,
prepare detailed recommended assignments of all Reserve units
to specific bases for annual field training. The Director,
Marine Corps Bes<*rve, reviews and approves the recommended
assignments and acting in the name of the Commandant of the
Marine Corps, orders the units to the specific bases.
Tentative assignments are nirst made in about April of the
year preceeding the year of travel. After many changes,
assignments become official upon issuance of a Marine Corps
Order, generally in January of the year of travel. The
Marine Corps Order is subject to numerous changes before the
travel period actually begins.
In making the assignment of an individual Pieserve
unit to a specific base, the Training Branch has no written
ordtrs, directives or guidance to follow. Destinations are
chosen primarily upon the basis of suitability for the train-
ing desired for various types of units. Figure 2 shows the
bases to be utilized during 1959. Extant oral policy govern-
ing the assignment of units provides:
1* No unit shall be sent to the same base in two
consecutive years, except when such action is:
a. Unavoidable; or
b. Necessary for economy reasons (the prime
example being the Hawaii unit which never
leaves Hawaii)
•
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Bases To Be Utll' -••» \ ""^Tj r-r The Summer Of 1950
1. Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Virginia.
2. Marine Corps Base. Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.
3. Landing Force Training Unit, Atlantic, Little Creek, Va.
*f. Marine Corps Recruit D°pot, Parris Island, South Carolina.
5. Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point. North Carolina.
'->. Marina Co^os Base , Camp Pendleton, California.
7. Landing Force Tqaonong Unit, Pacific, Coronado. Calif.
o. Marine Corps Base, Twenty-Nine Palms, California.
9. Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, California.
10. Marine Corps Cold Weather Training Center, Bridgeport, Calif
11. Marine Barraks, Vallejo, California,
12. U. n . Naval 3a s^, Bremerton. Washington*
1.3. U. S. Naval Ammunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nevada,
3f« TT. 8, Naval Ammunition Depot. McAlester, Oklahoma,
15. Marine Corps Supply Center, Albany, Georgia.
16. Marine Corps Supply Center, Saratov, California.
17. Marine Corrs Air Station, Kanenhe, T.H..*
Source; Marine Corps Order 15^9R.15A, dated January lk
9 1959.
*The 27th Rifle Company, Pearl Harbor, T. R. is the only
organized Reserve Unit going to Kaneohe, as it does every
year, and neither Kineohe nor the Rifle Company will be
considered further in this paper.
Figure 2
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2. Cross country travel is to be avoided, except
for ^.ast o fcntl-Aircraft Artillery units,
which av<* habitually sent to the west coast.
3. tTnita west of the Mississippi River, plus units
Ln Minnesota and Wisconsin, habitually are sent
to the west coast.
U. Units East of the Mississippi River, except as
otherwise provided, are habitually sent to the
east coast.
5. Units in Indiana and Illinois are sent to an
east coast base every third or fourth year,
and otherwise go west.
6. Each unit will be sent to a Landing Force Train-
ing unit (either Little Creek, Virginia, or
Coronado, California, as appropriate) every
third or fourth year.
The only anticipated change to these oral policies is that for
fiscal year 1961 and subsequently, east coast artillery units
will be sent to the west coast every fourth year.
The budgeteer's problems would be vastly simplified
if he could rely upon strict adherance to the six policies
enumerated above. In so far as practicable, the Training
Branch does follow the policies, but their own problems demand
deviation. For example a large Air-Ground exercise at Camp
Pendleton, California might have to be filled up with east
coast units. Occasionally a base will be "closed" to Reserve
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training for a year, as happened to Parrls Island several
years ago. In the main, however, the budgeteer can utilize
the six policies as guidance for his budget planning.
The budgeteer 's real problem in this area arises
once the first tentative assignments are made. Shortly there-
after, the changes begin. A unit commander feels he can get
a better attendance at a different time - changing his unit's
schedule causes another unit to be reassigned. A unit
commander discovers he can't obtain the appropriate means of
transportation to get to the base assigned in the maximum
travel time • his unit is reassigned. Air units can't meet
a scheduled Air-Ground exercise - dozens of units are re-
assigned. The reasons for reassignment are quite sount, and
reassignment is necessary, but as pointed out by Chapter I,
the budgeteer thus never knows exactly which unit will go
where until the travel is actually performed.
Attendance of Personnel
Only Reserve members who first enlisted after August
3, 195 1? are legally obligated to attend Annual Field Training.
Since the remaining, and far more numerous, members are under
no obligation to attend, the actual volume of attendance de-
pends upon many factors, among which are:
1. Conflicts with civilian employment or education.
2. Sickness.
2Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952
,
loc. cit.
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3. The Destination, (For example, Parris Island,
S.C., sometimes draws a low unit percentage
attendance, for reasons best known to anyone
who has ever been there in mid-summer).
k. Leadership within the unit. (An enthusiastic
and capable commander can probably get a high
attendance percentage under any circumstances).
5. Fluctuations in the membership of the unit.
Even among those men legally obligated to attend, certain
valid excuses may be offered for non attendance, such as job
or educational conflicts. Thus, during the budget period,
accurate attendance estimates for specific units are impossible
to achieve, although the Manpower Section, Administrative
Branch, Division of Reserve, produces reasonably accurate
statistical estimates of the total attendance at Annual Field
Training. Since individual unit figures are unreliable, the
budgeteer must devise a system of preparing budget estimates
based upon use of the estimate of the total number of men to
attend Annual Field Training.
Method of Travel
As pointed out in Chapter I, predicting, 15 to 18
months in advance, the actual transportation media which will
be used by a specific unit is virtually impossible. Some a
priori deductions can be made about media usage, however.
Since Annual Field Training is habitually of fifteen days
duration, to provide the maximum possible training time,

lit
logic demands that no more than one day be expended In travel
In each direction. Therefore, a priori, units located between
the Rocky Mountains and an area just east of the Mississippi
River are quite likely to utilize some form of air travel, as
are units in the upper New England and upper North West areas.
Units bordering the zones just described are cuite likely to
utilize air travel or overnight train, and units situated
quite close to their destinations are likely to utilize bus
travel. Travel and cost data for calendar 1957* the only
such data now available, are discussed In Chapter IV, wherein
the above a priori deductions are tentatively borne out.
The budgeteer must study media usage data as it becomes
available, with the hope of finding an overall usage pattern
that lends itself to preparation of budget estimates.
Costs of Travel
The costs of travel performed are known to the
budgeteer only tentatively, and quite late after the fact.
This situation Is caused, in part, by the Marine Corps'
accounting system, which does not lend itself to producing an
accurate figure for a specific type of Reserve travel. All
expenditures for Reserve travel are reported under the follow-
ing system:
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Accounting Expenditure
Project No . Account No. Description
hi Officer Travel
7*+600 Ground Officers
7h6lO Aviation Officers
1+3 Enlisted Travel
7^620 Ground Enlisted
7MS30 Aviation Enlisted.
3
In both Projects, expenditures for Annual Field Training
travel are lumped with, and are virtually undistinguishable
from, expenditures for a whole gamut of Reserve travel, rang-
ing from individual officers and enlisted attending schools,
to the travel of many thousands of six month trainees to and
from recruit training. Thus fiscal accounting records at
best can give only a very broad picture of the obligations
and expenditures for all types of Reserve travel as a whole.
Even this broad picture is not available for some months
after the close of the fiscal year, because of delays in sub-
mission and payment of carrier's bills. At the time travel
costs are finally available, they are of purely academic
interest, since the opportunity to expand or contract planned
expenditures for the current fiscal year has passed. Thus
the budgeteer must reserve funds to cover unexpected fluctua-
tions in costs, thereby depriving the Reserve of the use of
all the funds appropriated.
^U. 6« Department of the Navy, Headquarters, U. S.
Marine Corps, Accounting Under The Appropriations "Military
Personnel t Marine Corps," "Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps, "
and "Marine Corps Procurement /* (Marine Corps Order 7^01. 17A,
August if, 19TB), with Changes 1 and 2.
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The situation described in the proceeding paragraph
complicates another problem of the budgeteer. Units do not
make a report of obligations incurred for Annual Field Train-
ing for the simple reason that, until the carrier finally
works out the bill perhaps three months later, no one knows
how much the bill will be. Yet the budgeteer must submit to
the Bureau of the Budget a monthly statement of obligations.
Since actual obligations are not available, he must estimate
them, without the aid of even reasonably current fiscal
accounting data. Thus the budgeteer needs a system of pre-
paring budget estimates which will also work for estimating
obligations.
Estimating. Past and Current
Through 19^7, budget estimates for Annual Field Train-
ing travel were derived by: (1) taking the tentative assignment
of each unit, (2) calculating the mileage from the unit to the
destination and back, (3) estimating the number of men from
the unit who would attend, (*+) guessing the medium of trans-
portation to be used, (5) pricing the resulting man-transport-
miles for each unit, and using the total of all units as the
budget estimate.- The rates developed were also used for
estimating obligations. Albeit based upon many laborious
hours effort, the figures derived were no better than sheer
nJ. S. Bureau of the Budget, Instructions Relating
To Apportionments and Reports On Budget Status . (Circular No.
Ar3^, July, 1957), sec. ifl.
^File, "Intiial FY1958 Budget Estimates, RPMC, "
Budget °ection, Logistics Branch, Division of Reserve, Head-
quarters, U. S. Marine Corps, for example.
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guesswork, for the many reasons already disclosed in this
paper.
Realizing that a substantial error in estimating Annual
Field Training costs could easily result in overobligating or
overexpending the appropriation, officers of the Division of
Reserve conducted a lengthy study of the problem during the
winter of 1957-^. The study involved a large volume of
correspondence with Reserve units, a searching of the account-
ing system for needed travel vouchers, and other laborious
effort, in an attempt to ascertain the exact costs per man
of Annual Field Training travel during the summer of 1957.
Data was gathered on: (1) the method of travel of each unit?
(2) the number of men traveling with each unit, (3) the costs
of traveling, both "main haul" and to and from terminals,
and (k) the costs of meals en route. Because the accounting
system could not provide full disclosure, a few main haul
travel costs were never found and meal costs had to be esti-
mated, Fince some bills had not been submitted at the time
of the study, a few main haul travel costs had to be estimated.
In the aggregate, however, an apparently reasonably accurate
average cost per man was developed from the study. Since
this cost figure ($7^.97 per man) represented a much more
reliable guide than previous guesstimates, in March, 1958,
^File, "AFT 19^7 Studv," Budget Section, Logistics
Branch, Division of Reserve, Keadauarters, U. S. Marine Corps,
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all previous obligation estimates for Fiscal Year 1958 Annual
Field Training Travel were adjusted to reelect this figure,
and it is still being utilized, both for budget estimates and
for obligation estimates. No other U3e was made of the data
gathered for study.
The use of an historical dollar figure for present
nlanning is hazardous, since carrier's rates may have changed,
and more importantly, the present travel pattern may have no
relation to the pattern which produced the cost of $7^.96 per
man. Thus the average cost j)er man, although a distinct
improvement over past methods of estimation, still does not
meet the needs of personnel responsible for management of funds
for Annual Field Training travel. A similar cost survey could
be done annually, and in fact is now being done for 19^^, and
is planned for 19^9 travel, but the workload and cost involved
in the study are such that a continuing study is not feasible.
Further, the present method of studying the problem provides
no indication of the relationship of one year's costs to
another's, and no indication of the travel pattern. A change
in the accounting system to provide adequate disclosure,
though costly, is necessary, and is being studied as a long
range objective by the Fiscal Division, Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps.
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Summary *md Conclusion
The following suramarizations and conclusions are drawn
from the detailed background of the rroblem, as presented in
this Chapter.
1. The budgeteer may use any reasonably accurate
method of producing estimates of the costs of Annual Field
Training travel.
2. The budgeteer can't determine the final assign-
ment of specific units to specific bases at the time of budget
preparation.
3. Attendance can be accurately estimated only in
the aggregate, and not by specific units.
h. The budgeteer can't plan on having up to date
obligation and expenditure data to help his planning,
T. Accurately estimating costs of travel, by
specific units, is impossible.
6. Use of an historical dollar cost per man for
estimation of costs of travel is inadequate.
Thus the problem can be solved only through use of some
aggregative system of cost- estimation, Tv>« budgoteer needs a
system which utilizes an estimate of total attendance, an
estimate of mileage to be traveled, and an estimate of current
costs per mile traveled. Fuch a system must be flexible and
and simple to use, and must bear a known relationship to past,
current, and planned travel patterns. A proposed method of
estimation fitting these requirements is discussed in the next
two Chapters.

CHAPTER III
A STUDY OF THE MILEAGE PROBLEM
The analysis of Annual Field Training travel presented
in the proceeding Chapter permits the problem of cost estima-
tion to be subdivided into three smaller problems. These
problems are: (1) men - how many men will attend? (2) miles -
how far will the men travel? and (3) cost - how much will the
travel cost? Within these three smaller problems only one
immutable factor can be found - the mileage from each unit to
each of its likely destinations. Since the total attendance
can be estimated accurately at present, the unsolved problems
are mileage and cost. As mentioned in the preceeding Chapter,
the Division of Reserve Is studying the costs of travel. The
missing pi°ce of the puzzle, then, is mileage. To supply this
piece, three questions were asked. (1) Can a single mileage
figure be derived which will represent the actual average miles
each man will travel annually? (2) Would such a figure be
accurate and subject to freauent verification? and (3) Could
travel costs be estimated accurately through multiplying such
a mileage figure by the total number of men to attend, and
multiplying the result by average costs per man-mile? This
Chapter and the next will present affirmative answers to these
questions.
20
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The steps followed in presenting the answers to the
questions posed are:
1. A presentation of the basic approach to the
mileage problem, to indicate the assumptions and deductions
upon which the study of mileage from units to likely destina-
tions was ^.ade.
2. A presentation of the actual pattern of assign-
ments of units to bases, to determine to which destinations
to measure mileage.
3. A presentation of the mileage computations, to
include the steps followed, and logic used, in (1) deciding
what kind of miles to use, (2) creating a mileage table, (3)
deriving a single average, or mean, mileage, (*+) determining
whether the mean mileage accurately reflects the travel pattern,
and (<>) demonstrating how the mean mileage can be verified by
the budgeteer.
k. A brief mention of how the mileage figure can
be used in preparing cost estimates.
Since the system of estimating travel costs which is
proposed in this paper requires a different form of costs than
the Division of Reserve is now using, a separate Chapter is
devoted to costing the proposed system.
Approach to the Mileage Problem
The basic assumption upon which the mileage problem
was studied is that since all other factors change, only some
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use of the Immutable Blltl involved in travel can serve as a
foundation for preparing budget estimates and obligation re-
port?. The first deduction made was that since the destina-
tion of a specific unit frequently changes, the pattern of
assignments of units would have to be studied to determine
where each of the 221 units is likely to go over a period of
years. Having determined the likely destinations, the actual
mileage from each unit to each, of the destinations would be
computed, and an arithmetic mean taken for each unit. The
second deduction was that this mean should represent the
annual mileage, on the average, traveled by the unit and the
men in the unit. The third deduction was that a single
arithmetic mean of the 221 unit means should represent the
annual mileage, on the average, traveled by all the units and
all the men, if such a mean could be shown to be a valid rep-
resentation of the travel pattern.
The Pattern of Assignments
Against the background of assignment policies outlined
in Chapter II, page 9» the traffic at all destinations was
studied for the calendar years 1957-59. The results, or the
plans, showed a similar distribution for all three years,
although some few minor destinations were dropped during the
period. The planned traffic for 1959 is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 does not show all the destinations listed in Figure
2 since Cherry Point, N. C. was included with Lejeune, and
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Coronado was included with San Diego, In both cases the
installations in question are virtually next door to each
other. To determine to what destinations mileage should be
computed, pure judgement was applied. Figure 3 shows Quantico,
Bremerton and Barstow to be inconsequential traffic recipients.
Vallejo, Hawthorne and McAlester were also regarded as rela-
tively inconsequential, which left eight major destinations
to which to compute mileage. Albany might have been discarded
except that the installation is growing in importance and is
likely to receive more traffic in the future. Use of the
eight major stations for 1959 accounts for 93.^8^ of the men
traveling, and 92,77% of the units traveling, which are both
adequate percentages for cost estimation.
Mileage Computations
Having decided upon the destinations to utilize, a
choice of the type of miles had to be made, either rail and/or
air and/or bus. °ince any measure from furlongs to miles,
consistently applied, would give the same relative results,
the choice was made on the basis of availability. The Official
Table Of Distances provided a ready source of surface (rail
and bus) mileages. Thus the shortest surface mileage was
computed from each unit to each likely destination. Appendix
I contains the results of the computations. Appendix I is
XThe Chiefs Of Staff, USA & USAF, Omcial Table Of
Distances, (AR 55-60, AFM 177-135, December!^, 1953).

Organized Marine Corps Reserve Units
Planned Assignments For Annual Field
Training For the Summer Of 1959.
2k
Base To Which Estimated # Percent Number Percent
Assigned: of Men of Total
Meq
Of Units of Total
Units
Quantico 106 .35 1 A5
Albany 1,019 3.32 7 3.17
Parris Island 1,591 5.19 16 7.2*+
Little Creek 3,512 11.1+7 23 10.*+1
Lejeune 9,1+67 30.92 67 30.32
Pendleton 5,180 16.92 35 15.81+
**San Diego 3,223 10.53 26 11.77
29 Palms 3,361 10.98 % lOJtiBridgeport 1,270 i+.llf 3.62
Vallejo 808 2.61+
I
2.26
Hawthorne 506 1.65 1.81
McAlester 305 1.00 k 1.81
Bremerton 159 .52 1 •>+5
Barstow W9 .36 \ M
TOTAL 30,616 221
Source; Marine Corps Order 151+OE.15A, Dated January 1*+, 1959.
* Includes Cherry Point, North Carolina
** Includes Coronado, California.
Figure 3
.
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the first, albeit minor, contribution of this paper, since the
mileages for Reserve travel had never been assembled before,
and when needed, were puzzled out individually, accompanied
by the headaches and temporary blindness induced by the 396
pages of the Official Table Of Distances . Although calculated
with ca-*e by three persons (the writer among them), the mile-
ages In Appendix I undoubtedly contain some errors subject
to later in-use correction.
Appendix I also contains the mean of the miles from
each unit to its likely destinations. This mean represents
the miles the unit should annually travel, on the average,
over a period of years. The mean of the 221 units were total-
ed, and the mean of the means, 1,096 miles was taken. This
last figure, in theory, should represent the miles all 221
units should annually travel, on the average, over a period
of years. Perusal of the "Mean" column in Appendix I reveals
a wide dispersion of the individual means about the group mean.
The standard deviation, 570 miles, is immense, but, as will
be later established, does not affect the use of the mean for
budget purposes.
The mean mileage of 1,096 miles, by itself, does not
reflect any variation in the size of the units. Therefore
each unit mean mileage was weighted by multiplying by the
2Computed by using: cr^^p^* "^^ j
The standard deviation of the individual raw miles is approx-
imately 600.
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number of men in the unit who are available for annual Field
Training in 1959." The unit man-miles were totaled and
divided by the total number of men. This process of first
Inserting and then withdrawing the men caused the mean to
shift from 1,096 miles to 1,119 miles. The last figure theo-
retically represents the miles each man should annually travel,
on the average over a period of year?, assuming no change in
the unit strengths. At first glance the mean of 1,119 miles
should be a more accurate reflection of actuality than the
mean of 1,096 miles. The weighted mean represents the groups
of various size whereas the simple -necn treats all groups as
if they were the same size. For all the many reasons cited
in this paper, however, the weighted mean is not usable. The
impossible problem of predicting the number of men to attend
from specific units again presents Itself. Thus what had to
be established was whether the mean of 1,096 miles multiplied
by the total number of men would give a man-miles product
approximately equal to the total man miles actually traveled.
The validity of using the mean of 1,096 miles for
budget purposes was checked in the following manner:
1. Letting X ~railes, X^mean miles, Y-raen, and
Z -units*
A. Using the Official Table of Distances and
the mileage table in Appendix I, compute,
by units, the total man-miles (ZXY ) for:
^"Manpower Availability, 31 Dec T8," Manpower Section,
Administrative Branch, Division of Reserve, Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps,
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1) Actual 1957 travel
j
2) Planned 1959 " »lj an
3) PI 1959 travel,
B, Compute by years:
1) The total units {ZZ )|
2) The total miles (£X );
3) The mean milen ( ^-X )
;
£Z
1+) The total man-miles ( X £Y ).
C. Plot and fit freehand curves to:
1) A base (horizontal scale) consisting
of 1+0 groups of 100 miles each (1-100,
101-200 etc):
2) Two frequencies (vertical scales)
consisting of:
a. The number of men traveling in
each mileage group on one chart;
and
b. The number of units traveling in
each mileage group on a second
chart.
The results of curve fitting are shown in Figure h 9
For comparability of magnitude, both units and men are expressed
as a percentage of the total number of units or men for a
particular year. Appendix I has been reduced to similar curves
for purposes of comparison. The curves are all roughly the
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same shape, which shows in graphic form that both units and
men are similarly distributed, and that trie travel pattern
is approximately bh *roa year to year. Since the unit
curves approximate the man curves, the unit maan mileage of
1,096 Ls useable for computing nan-miles, ir example,
multiplying 1,096 by the to ten traveling each year, and
>'ing the product with the total nan-miles ( ?%XY ) in
each year, gives the following results:
XIX £XY Error ,' Error
1957 26,790,62*f 26, 5^2, 157 2l+3,M-67 0.9
19<q 39,^2,30'+ 39 fW»53l> 326,77c 0.8
1959 33, 783,^ 33,397,910 391,07** 1.2
An error of 1% or so is a highly acceptable rate for Federal
Budget purposes. An error of overestimstion is more desire-
able than an error of underestimation, from the viewpoint of
L.
The standard deviation does not affect the validity
of using the mean in this case since the units are spread
geographically over the curves shown in Figure h* Thus the
Midwest and Great Plains units are located at the high mileage
end of the curves, etc. In addition, the distribution of units
to bases each year prevents sending all units the longest, or
the shortest, distances, for Albany and San Diego, being the
longest distance from most units, would either be overrun with
Reserves, or vacant, neither of which is likely. Thus so long
as the policies of assignment to the various bases remains un-
changed, curves of future travel, planned or actual, should
be shaped like the curves in Figure *+.
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the appropriation sponsor, since it insures adequate funds.
Since the error rate is small, and the error 1 s on the
proper side of the actual results, it seems safe to conclude
that, so long as the policies upon which Appendix I were
*The consistent overestiraation is explainable as follows:
a. In Appendix I each destination was given equal
weight - a specific unit has an equal chance to be
sent to any of the destinations for which mileage
was computed. In the aggregate, however, examination
of Figure 3 reveals the distribution of units to
destinations is far from equal. To be technically
correct, each destination in Appendix I should have
been assigned a weight and a weighted mean derived.
Kad this been done, the slightest shift in percent-
age assignment of men to destinations could cause
the appropriation to be over-obligated, when using
the weighted mean for budget purposes. The destina-
tions were, therefore, deliberately left unweighted,
which, because of the geographic distribution of
the destinations, resulted in a mean mileage greater
than that which would have been produced by weight-
ing the destinations.
b. Since 1.096 is the mean of means, the distribu-
tion of units and men among mileage groups (as shown
in the curves for Appendix I in Figure k) has shift-
ed to the right, resulting in a mean higher than
that of any year distribution. The use of a mean
larger than that of any year distribution is necessary
at the outset, since any error of estimation must be
an error of over-estimation. The use of a mean
larger than the year group mean is necessary arith-
metically, since the total man miles ( £XY ) of each
year distribution is larger than the total man miles
( X Y ) of the same year distribution. Even for
Appendix I, the following results:
£XY 36,013,106
^Y 3 5,258, 320
Error V$+7?ob - an error of UNDER estimation
of 2 . 1%
Thus so long as the suggested checking procedure,
which begins on this page above, reveals new curves
to be substantially the same as curves for 1957-59,
the use of 1,096 should give results accurate enough
for budget purposes, and distinctly better results
than past estimating methods.
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calculated remain unchanged, the use of the unit mean miloage
of 1,096 multiplied by the estimated number of men to travel
will produce a man-mile figure acceptable for budgetary pur-
poses. As a check, when the initial tentative assignment of
units is made at budget time, the budgeteer can, in approxima-
tely two hours, get the individual mileages from Appendix I
corresponding to the assignments, create frequency distribu-
tions, plot, and fit a freehand curve to the result, and
compare with the curves in Figure h. Any material abberation
will necessitate investigation. No material change will
indicate the use of 1,096 miles. Every six months or so after
submission of the budget, a replot of the data, incorporating
all changes in destinations, should be made to determine
whether the curve is being materially altered. Any material
change in the curve would require immediate action to fore-
stall a possible over-obligation.
Although costing will be covered in more detail in
the next Chapter, costs should be mentioned to complete the
proposed process of estimation. The budgeteer would produce
his estimated costs by multiplying the total man miles by the
most current costs per man mile. The budgeteer can utilize
the mean of 1,096 miles for monthly reporting of estimated
obligations in similar fashion. When he receives the totals
from the arrival reports6 he has only to multiply the total
A report submitted by each Reserve unit upon arrival
at a base for Annual Field Training. The report shows the
number of men who arrived for training. The Manpower Section.
Administrative Branch, Division of Reserve receives the reports,
and submits the data to the budgeteer, among others.
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men who traveled In the month by 1,096, and apply the current
cost per man mile to arrive at the estirated obligations for
one way travel. (Simplicity of computations decreed the
use of one-way miles throughout the mileage study, and when
the figure of 1,096 is used, it must, of course, be doubled to
get the round trip mileage).
Summary and Conclusions
The following summariaations and conclusions are drawn
from the discussion and analysis of the study of the mileage
problem, as presented in this Chapter.
1. On the basis of existing units, and existing
assignment policies, 1,096 miles is a reasonably accurate
representation of the actual miles each man will travel annually,
on the average.
2. The figure of 1,096 miles is subject to frequent
and simple verification.
3. Since the Manpower Section's estimates of total
attendance are quite accurate, multiplication of total atten-
dance by 1,096 will give a reasonably accurate total man-miles.
*+. If costs per man-mile are estimated accurately,
multiplying total man-miles by appropriate costs per man-miles
will give a reasonably accurate estimate of the total costs of
Annual Field Training travel, one way.
'Annual Field Training begins and ends during a 90 day
period. Thus at the end of any chosen month, a part of all the
units have performed their travel. Since units are traveling
from all sections of the country at any one time, 1,096 should
represent the actual mean miles traveled during one month with
reasonable accuracy.

IfO
At this point, all that remains is to determine accurate
costs per man-mile. How to achieve such costs is the subject
of the next Chapter.

CHAPTER IV
COSTING
Costing the man-mile system proposed in Chapter III
requires development of historical costs on a man-mile basis,
and a study of the historical transportation media usage of
Reserve personnel. Since cost data is available only for
calendar 1957 Annual Field Training travel, the best that can
be done is examine that data and make recommendations for
future study.
The Division of Reserve study of 1957 costs, previously
mentioned in Chapter II, was directed toward, and provided, an
average total cost per man. No attempt was made to produce
data on transportation media usage, or on costs for each trans-
portation medium, although raw data was gathered in these areas.
The 1953 cost data are being studied in similar fashion, and
the proposed study of 1959 costs is similarly programmed. To
provide cost data to fit the system proposed in this paper
necessitated restudy of the 1957 cost data, to produce:
1. The total units, men, and man-miles, traveled by:
A. Government Air;
B. Civilian Air; and
C. Surface Transport.
Ill-
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2. The costs per man-mile of each method of
travel, and the cost per man-mile of the total
man-miles traveled.
The distribution of units and men, by regions, among
the various transportation media is shown in Figure 5» The
facts of obvious interest in this Figure are the regional
sources of transportation usage. The other V/est area quite
obviously traveled entirely by air, and in terms of men, pre-
dominantly by Civilian air. Most of the surface travel was
generated by East Coast Units, yet one third of the East Coast
men traveled by Government air. Thus the a priori deductions
made in Chapter II concerning meida usage are borne out, at
least as far as one year's cost data can do so. A representa-
tion of the aggregate travel pattern is shown in Figure 6,
which indicates that the largest single block of man-miles was
traveled by Civilian air, with an almost equal quantity travel-
ed by Government air. Thus almost 30$ of the total man-miles
traveled were done so in aircraft. Although no legitimate
conclusions can be drawn from one year's cost and media usage
data, areas of interest can be highlighted. If 1953 and 1959
data reveal the same patterns as the 1957 data, man-miles could
by priced as }f0^ Civilian air, etc., with strong confidence
in the resulting dollar estimates. Such a system of pricing
man-miles would be vastly superior to the use of an historical
Hfainly the units in the 8th and 9th MCRRD.(La., Texas,
Ark., Okla,, la., Colo., Minn., Wise, Mo., Nebr., and Kan,)

U3
Organized Marine Corps Reserve Units
Actual Travel Pattern For Annual Field
Training, Summer, 1957 > Media Usage.
I. Unit Round
Trips* (1)
Surface
Govt. Air
Civ. Air
Ship
Total
a. # Of Men:
Surface
Govt. Air
Civ. Air
Ship
Total
II. Unit 1-Way
Trips: (2)
Surface
Govt. Air
Civ. Air
Ship
Total
a. # Of Mem
Surface
Govt. Air
Civ. Air
Ship
Total
Far
West
20
17
1
2,6*7
1,27**
32
28*f
h,29?
Other
West
19
19
Total
West
AAA
Arty. Ind .East
AI11. Coast
20
36
20
1
2
1
SL
1,237
2,181
17*73
16
16
W
2,657
2,«?01
2,263
7776?
9
9
12
62
33
2
Total of
All Units!
91
78
3*+
2
30
1,101
1,1+02
T7&7
97
5,951
2,927
319
205
9,769
6,072
3 98»f
2Blf
•&
*+
195
l*+l
19?
1,85*+
1,85*+
1,85U
1
18
17
-ri-
ft2,0^9
1,995
riL
2,0^9
2
If
3
JL
9,197
12
11+
5
-4-
20,01+9
15
36
25
215
398
3*+7
lfit
"56*2
1,309
1,350
1+32
17528"
39
1,570
3,797
2,77>+
—122.1S239
Source: File "AFT 1957 Study," Budget Section, Logistics Branch,
Division of Reserve, Headquarters, U. S. Marin° Corps.
(1) The number of Reserve Units which used only one transporta-
tion media. The table reads for the first figure, "20 Far
West Units traveled round trip by Surface," la shows the
number of ^n in the units. The first figure reads, "2,657
Far West men traveled round trip by Surface."
(2) The Number of Reserve Units which used two different trans-
portation media. The table reads for the first figure,
"1 Far West Unit traveled one way by Surface." Ila shows
the number of men in the units. The first figure reads
ntfk Far West men traveled one way by Surface." Since each
unit and each man appear twice, The "Total" lines contain
the actual number of units and men traveling round trip.
Figure 5
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dollar total lan. How could the single dollar total y
:: be adjusted to fit a planned special air-lift? It obvious-
ly could not. Yet by pricing man-miles through use of the
various media costs, an eminently flexible estimating system
would result, adjustable to any changingtravel situation.
As an example of how the proposed system of estimating
may be used, the following computations are shown, only as a
demonstration, and not for the purno >f drawing any conclusions
as to the validity of the system. At the time of preparing the
Fiscal Year 19^3 budget estimates, an attendance of 2^,000 men
at annual field training might have been a reasonable estimate.
Thus multiplying 2^,000 by 1,096 miles and doubling the product
to get round trip mileage gives a result of 5*+, 800,000 man-miles.
Assuming, per Figure 6, that if- of the man-miles would be tra-
veled aboard ship, 38$ by Government air, etc, the following
would result:
Ship ^3,000 man miles
Govt. Mr 20, 82**, 000 " "
Civ. Air 21,372,000 " "
Surface 12, 056, 000 " »
Total 9 >-, 800, 000 " "
Applying the prices per mrm-raile in Figure 6 (rounding .5 to 1.0),
would produce the following cost estimate:
snip r $.0 $
Govt. Air @ .016 333,18^
Civ. Air § .(M 961,7^0
Surface @ ,0hh 5M*h£j
Total 1^,825,388
The actual costs, as reported and estimated in the 1957 study,
2
were Si, 772, ^52. Obviously, had the personnel estimate been
pSee Appendix II.
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more accurate than tha ona arbitrarily iviosen above, th
suits would be avail battar, Tt nay prove in practice, however,
that the personnel a ataa are overstated and the estimated
cost per nan-mile understated.
The only conclusion possible from the data presented
in this Chapter la that the costing area ne^ds further study.
It is recommended, however, that the 195$ and 1959 cost sturM.es
be reprograraraed to provide the same classifications of flgtaras
utilized in this Chapter, to determine whether any continuous
or similar travel pattern exists.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The problem of estimating the costs of Annual Field
Training Travel has been broken Into three broad areas:
1. The total men to attend;
2. The total miles to be traveled; and
3« The cost of each man-mile to be traveled.
The use of a single total manpower figure has eliminated the
errors possible when trying to estimate the attendance of
specific units. The use of a single one way mileage has elimina-
ted the need for guessing the destination of each unit and the
mileage to be traveled by each unit. The cost data, when finally
available, will provide a method of pricing the total man-miles
which is flexible and responsive to changing transportation
usage. The entire process of estimating travel costs will be
simple and rapid. Not in any sense guaranteed to be foolproof,
the system of estimation proposed is presented merely as a
reasonably accurate tool subject to in-use study and correction.
Possibly the real value of this study lies in some unemphasized
finding which a reader in the Division of Reserve may well dis-
cover and put to use.
1*7

U8
Thus no great Issues have been tackled In this study;
no resounding, deathless prose has been written. Only a small
part of a small problem has been studied. The writer can only
hope that something useful has been accomplished.

APPENDIX I
MILEAGE TABLE FOR 221 MAJOP. RESERVE UNITS
Explanation
1. Each unit has been placed under one of five assign-
ment policies. The five policies serve as headings for the
five divisions of the Appendix.
2. One-way mileages were computed from each unit to
each of its likely destinations for Annual Field Training.
Mileages were derived from the Official Table of Distances .
3. The column titled "# Of Men" contains the number of
men available for Annual Field Training in 1959, as calculated
by the Manpower Section, Administrative Branch, Division of
Reserve, Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps, in their file "Man-
power Availability, 31 Dec 58."
*+. The column titled "Man-Miles" contains the product
of multiplying the "Mean Miles" column by the "# Of Men" column.
5« In all computations, .5 was rounded to 1.0.
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APPENDIX II
SUMMARY OP 1957 COST DATA
I. Cost and Mileage Aggregates:
£ Per Man-
Transportation Man Miles Total Cost Mile
Ship 299,172 $
Government Air: 20, 277,
^
330,605 1,63
Civilian Air:
Reported Costs 19,922,762 890,968
Estimated Costs 772,201 3^,517 ,
,
Total 20,69^,963 925,*+35 h.h7
Surface
:
Reported Costs 10,957,129 ^73,972
Estimated Costs 855,60*f ^7^90
Total 11,812,733 516,362 1+.37
C2UND TOTAL 53, 03*+, 3
1
1* $1,772,^52 3.3*
II. Range of Individual Figures Within The Aggregates Above:
Miles # of Man-Miles £ Per M«n-
1-Way Men Round Trip Mile
Ship:
Smallest 107 l*+0 30,816
Largest 550 165 79,376
*
Government Air:
Smallest 137 12 9,6lfS
Largest 3,^22 289 l,0*+6 870
Civilian Air:
Smallest 776 35 55,872 1.81
Largest 3,522 256 9^1,056 7.39
Surface:
Smallest *+8 27 16, 22*+ 1.22
Largest 1,058 3^3 >+72,68o 9.02
* The Navy Bureau of Aeronautics bills the Division of
Reserve one or more times annually for all Reserve
Air Lifts. Thus the costs of travel could not be com-
puted by units, but only in the aggregate.
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III. Definition of Cost.
Cost was defined for the study of 1957 Annual Field Train-
ing as the total of the costs of:
1. Travel from the unit to terminals;
2. Travel between terminals?
3. Travel from terminals to the destination?
h. Travel from the destination to terminals?
5. Travel between terminals;
6. Travel from terminals to the unit; and
7. Meals en route.
Since the Bureau of Ships makes no charge for ship transporta-
tion, and since, by chance, the units traveling by ship incurred
no costs, as Just defined, ship transportation is shown as cost-
less throughout this paper.
IV. Source and Miscellaneous.
The File "AFT 1957 Study" in the Budget Section, Logistics
Branch, Division of Reserve, was utilized as the source of the
cost study. This file contains data by unit ( one page to a
unit ) covering all phases of the definition of cost in III
above. Mileages from each unit to its destination were taken
from Appendix I of this paper, and from the Official Table of
Distances . The study made for this paper was set up on I1*
column accounting paper, on a double entry basis, thereby re-
quiring self-balancing, and insuring against arithmetic errors.
In all computations .5 was rounded to 1.0.
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